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Why Am I Here?
• Who am I?
• Senior Principal Engineer at Cray working on Innovation Lab and AI software teams
• Part of a group that has been organizing BOFs and Workshops around interactive
HPC at ISC and SC (WIHPC)
• Pressing need (and opportunity) for interactivity in supercomputing, both in data
science/AI and traditional applications, e.g.,
• Data exploration
• Workflow experimentation
• Application steering (with in-situ visualization!)
• But also challenges, e.g.,
• Security and tenancy implications
• Resource allocation needs
• Every site/system is unique
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The Interactive HPC Community
• Regular gatherings at SC and ISC
• Discussion and update from users and sites
• Range of experiences from ”I just starting to
think about interactivity” to “I have a use case
or infrastructure in production”
• Birds of a Feather sessions at SC ’15, ‘17, and
‘18
• First workshop at ISC ‘18
• Upcoming workshops at ISC ‘19 (today at 2pm
– slides will be posted on the website) and SC
’19 (November 18 at 9am)
• Website: https://sites.google.com/view/interativehpc/home
• Will include the most up-to-date versions of
slides presented at our workshops
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What Is Interactive Supercomputing?
• I like to think of it as a more human-centered way of using supercomputers
• Interact with the job while it is running, rather than submitting to a batch
queue and checking back the next day
• Often involves a modern UI/UX
• May involve running multiple jobs/queries in immediate succession,
where you don’t know the next job until the previous completes
• Responsiveness – short jobs or queries should start, complete, and
return control to the user quickly
• But many definitions …
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Opportunities for
Interactive
Supercomputing
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Why is Interactivity Needed for Workflows?
• What happens when you ask a
data scientist or ML engineer how
they build their workflows?
• Human Interactivity Problems
• How to we make it
easy/productive to iterate,
retry, experiment, until you get
it right?
• Common scenario: one week to
train on 50 GPUs, two months to
figure out the pipeline needed …
• This is why the HIPs matter
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Why is Interactivity Needed for Data Exploration?
• Inherently a “human-in-the-loop” workflow
• May not have a concretely expressible goal: given a large
data set, find “something interesting”
• “I’ll know it when I see it”
• Many trials, previous trials often inform what you try next
• Not productive to have to resubmit a batch job, wait in queue
for every trial
• Disrupted human workflow inhibits insights and intuitions
• But, different trials may have different resource
requirements…
• Without interactivity, we lose the argument for using HPC for
data exploration
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The perturbation period PRD (3rd cursor of the GUI, moved by the user at t = 30.00
the right image more perturbations are injected.

Interactivity for In-Situ Visualization and Application
Steering
• Visualization while an application is running
allows:
• Monitoring and debugging

Fig. 5. Jet at the time t = 31.50. The cooling is started: chain of perturbations are produced from below. (a) Parameters are not changed. (b)
The perturbation period PRD (3rd cursor of the GUI, moved by the user at t = 30.00) is decreased from 10 to 5. In fact, you can see that in
the right image more perturbations are injected.

• Stopping or correcting (steering) applications
that are headed down a bad path
• Astrophysics use case example
• From “In-situ Visualization: State-of-the-art
and Some Use Cases” (Rivia, Caloria,
Muscianisia, Slavnicb)

Decreased
periodFig.6.
atJet at the time t = 35.00. (a) The perturbation amplitude AMP (2rd cursor of
t=32 from 70 to 10, PRD = 10. (b) Parameters are not changed: AMP = 70, PRD = 5.

• Modelling jets from young stellar objects,
allow user to visualize and adjust
perturbation period and amplitude (based on
PLUTO from University of Turin)
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Fig.6. Jet at the time t = 35.00. (a) The perturbation amplitude AMP (2rd cursor of the GUI, moved by the user at t = 32.00) is decreased
from 70 to 10, PRD = 10. (b) Parameters are not changed: AMP = 70, PRD = 5.
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Challenges of
Interactive
Supercomputing
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Interactivity Challenges: Unique Systems
• Every HPC system is unique
• Queue configuration
• External node access policies
• Security policies
• Usage models
• Container experience/policy
• Makes one-size-fits-all approaches challenging,
unless you want to build a lowest common
denominator approach
• Which tends to appeal to no one
• But also don’t want to reinvent the wheel at
every site
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Interactivity Challenges: Security
• Increasing demand for multitenant security from HPC centers
• Heineken should have no idea Anheuser-Busch or
MillerCoors is on the system
• In the strictest settings, shouldn’t be able to detect any
activity
• Access to web UIs/visualization adds another layer to this
• Need to ensure complete separation of network traffic to avoid
interference
• Ideally without noticeable overhead
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Interactivity Challenges: Resource Availability
• Typical HPC systems operate on a batch queue
• No one is going to request interactive access, and then sit at their
computer for five hours to wait for it
• Interactivity requires interactive speed access to resources
• Separate interactive queues have been tried with some success
• What are appropriate SLAs for these queues?
• What are reasonable restrictions on queue usage to ensure meeting
SLAs?
• How do we right size them?
• Tension between interactive availability and machine utilization
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Interactivity Challenges: Resource Elasticity
• Interactive workflows can have varying resource demands
• Dependent on user demands
• In some way similar to streaming/IoT workflows
• Holding unused resources leads to poor utilization and/or expensive for
users
• Traditional HPC workloads managers don’t have good support for growing
and shrinking allocations based on availability and/or demand
• Expectations of cloud-like capabilities, but with much more finite
resource pool
• How do we resolve this inherent conflict?
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Progress in
Interactive
Supercomputing
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Interactive Success Stories
• Various flavors of interactivity have been deployed, trialed, or are under
consideration at numerous sites:
• Interactive queues (e.g., NERSC: ≤ 64 nodes, ≤ 4 hours, 6 minute
wait SLA)
• JupyterHub deployments (e.g., CSCS, JSC, NERSC, MIT LL)
• Changing evaluation metrics
• Experimenting and re-evaluating scheduling policies/cross-site
collaboration for scheduling on-demand jobs
• Deployments of more flexible schedulers/orchestrators (Kubernetes,
Mesos, etc)
• Interactive, steered, adaptable-DAG workflow tool (Ossyra et al)
• HPC for urgent decision making (Brown et al paper at WIHPC this
afternoon, workshop at SC ‘19)
• Open OnDemand open-source web-based portal for accessing HPC
resources, based on OSC’s original OnDemand portal
• Cray capsules/Urika for Shasta environments incorporating lessons
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A Call To Action
• Numerous opportunities, but also challenges
• Lots of overlap between challenges (and opportunities) in interactivity and
in-situ visualization
• And between communities …
• How can we work together/leverage commonalities/build great things that
serve both communities?
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Questions? Thoughts?
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